
 

 
 
Case studies 
 
Read the following scenario and reflect on what the issues are.  
 
Note down your own personal reactions/thoughts in the first instance. 
 
Then in your group: 
 

 Identify any issues  – reach a consensus on the key issues 

 Outline immediate responses and short term solutions  

 Identify longer term good practice. 

Emphasise what you can do as an individual or team and what Any Other HA can do as an 
organisation. 
 
 
 
1. Colleagues are talking over lunch. Bob says that they’ve had another tricky 

conversation with Frank, and this time Frank was saying pretty awful things about 

travellers. Dave says ‘Well he is in his 70s, he’s hardly going to change his views now.’ 

 
2. Workers are chatting about a recent repairs meeting and Gary says that it was a bit 

tricky. A new resident, Daniel, who is transgender, seemed very nice but ill at ease and 

other members were wary of him. She says she can understand why older residents 

would not feel comfortable with someone so ‘over the top’.  

 
3. In a team meeting, Meeta mentions that she’s just seen a programme that showed the 

poor health of many Gypsies and Travellers and she wonders why the project rarely 

work with any. Joe mentions that they did try to get Gypsies and Travellers involved a 

while ago and even went and talked to the warden on the local site. Nothing worked; 

some were even unfriendly and it seems they’re just not interested.  

 
4. The Carers’ support service worker notices that few clients are from Chinese or South 

Asian communities. When s/he mentions this to colleagues, a couple of people mention 

that it’s hardly surprising as it’s well known that they ‘look after their own’.  

 
5. Workers are chatting over lunch about a recent residents meeting. Marie says that it’s a 

bit tricky as one of the members, Daniel who is gay, is very nice but also very camp. 

S/he comments that it’s very likely that some potential new members, even if they are 

not anti-gay, would not feel comfortable with someone so ‘over the top’. Also, since 

some religions consider homosexuality a sin, it’s not reasonable to expect people to 

have to work so closely with gay people. 

 



 

6. Julie arrives at a tenants’ surgery and is upset. She says that she is regularly verbally 

abused by local residents and when she last reported it she was told that it often takes 

a little while to settle in. Julie says that her children have now been pelted with eggs on 

the way home from school. Frank, the worker takes further information from Julie and 

says he’ll make sure that someone gets in touch with her soon. Frank has a 

conversation with his colleague Angela at the end of the session – Angela asks if it’s 

got anything to do with Julie having learning difficulties; Frank said he doesn’t think so 

but it’s a bit of a sensitive subject so he didn’t want to press this. 

 
7. You’re visiting Irene, an older tenant, at home and ask her how she’s liking the 

improvements in her flat. She says that she likes most of them, and is very grateful, but 

on further conversation it emerges that she was unhappy about the way in which the 

workers spoke to her. She says that she knows they’re busy, but she wasn’t sure why 

some changes were made and they were a little rude when she tried asking. She asks 

if it’s because she’s old that people speak to her like that. 

 
8. Colleagues are talking about how information is given to tenants/potential tenants and 

Tim wonders if it would be worth getting information translated. Another colleague 

Dave says that would be a bit ‘over the top’. Tim comments that it might enable more 

Black and Asian people to sort initial repairs and save money in the long run.  

 
9. You overhear a conversation between two of your colleagues. One is complaining that 

they have been asked to work on a Friday to cover for someone who says that they 

need to have the Friday off for religious reasons. The two colleagues are complaining 

that this is unfair and they feel that they are being discriminated against and the 

organisation is taking things ‘too far.’ 

 
10. A housing officer, Alan, says he does not want to visit an older tenant, Maureen, at 

home because he thinks she is a lesbian and feels uncomfortable around her. 

 
11. Jenny one of the young residents has been very quiet in recent support sessions. She 

tells you that two of the male members on her plumbing course and been making sexist 

remarks and saying that she must want to be a man if she wants to be a plumber. She 

added that she’d told the course tutor, who had laughed it off saying that it was just 

banter and that if she can’t put up with it she won’t get far as a plumber. 

 
12. You overhear a conversation between Jim and Bob, repairs contractors, about their 

organisation’s recent Annual Celebration at a hotel overnight and what fun it had been. 

They were repeating and laughing at a comment they’d heard from a male senior 

manager about a female surveyor after she had gone to bed, that... “she may improve 

on her promotional opportunities if she started showing a bit less attitude and a bit 

more cleavage”. Bob finished by saying that all the lads had thought that was the 

funniest bit, and Jim agreed. 


